40 Mercer

Residences
Curtain Wall Melds Technology and History

SoHo, one of the toniest neighborhoods in the city, where the price of
an apartment can exceed seven figures, is rarely the site of new construction. Because of preservation rules enacted in 1973 to stave off
an athletic facility with echoes of Madison Square Garden, developers
are often hamstrung, able to do little more than renovate interiors with
granite countertops and Jacuzzis. Not Hines Interests. When the iconic
developer hired Atelier Jean Nouvel to design 40 Mercer Residences
on an empty parking lot at the corner of Broadway and Grand Street,
the starchitect responded with a scheme that employs advanced curtain
wall technology, while paying respect to the neighborhood. The result is
one of the most striking buildings in a district of architectural glory.
What helped achieved this was that Nouvel looked to the highly
detailed facades of the surrounding buildings for visual inspiration. “It
is the modern expression of what a cast iron building was,” says Gloria
Glas, project architect for executive architects SLCE. But Nouvel’s wall
also has a technical relationship to its 19th-century neighbors. Afterall,
what is a curtain wall but the modern descendant of the cast iron
facade? When James Bogardus pioneered cast iron facades in 1847,
he was working on the cutting edge of building technology. Likewise,
Atelier Jean Nouvel and SLCE, working with Baker Metals of Dallas,
Texas, have created one of the most sophisticated curtain walls since
the Bauhaus pioneered the style. “Generally, with curtain walls, we

think of offices, which have few details,” continues Glas. “This had a
much larger level of detail.”
This detail is precisely what allowed Nouvel to marry his progressive
design to the historic character of the neighborhood. Other architects
have followed a similar approach, like Aldo Rossi’s Scholastic Building
further up Broadway and Herzog and de Meuron’s 40 Bond, all of which
employ exaggerated columns and spandrels to respond to their cast
iron antecedents. “Most buildings want to have fairly inobtrusive metal
frames,” Bob Baker notes of contemporary curtain wall design. But 40
Mercer boasts thick frames of extruded aluminum, resembling I-beams
with the channels facing up, creating complex shadows. “None of the
curtain wall framing members are standard,” explains Achim Hermes,
project engineer for Gilsanz Murray Steficek, the building envelope consultant for the project. “It’s all custom extrusions with a fluorpolymer
kynar finish.”
Though the contextual zoning imposed by the landmarks commission already requires buildings to fit in with their surroundings, Nouvel
extended their regulatory intent as far as possible, and to grand effect.
The starchitect noted that as you move from Broadway to Mercer you
experience two very different impressions of New York, not only in scale
but also in color. Mercer, he decided, is the red street, and Broadway is
grayish and bluish. Nouvel expressed this color change in 40 Mercer by
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PReVIOus Blue glass louvers shade the
penthouse’s roof garden.

OPOsITe The curtain wall blends a hightech aesthetic with the careful detailing of
SoHo’s classic cast-iron facades.

Nouvel looked to the highlydetailed facades of the surrounding
buildings for visual inspiration.

accenting the building with blue and red colored panels of glass. The
color was achieved via a tinted interlayer. This theme was even taken
to the roof garden of the Broadway penthouse, which sports a series of
blue louvers.
Beyond the demands of the Landmarks Preservation Commission,
the design team had to contend with the city’s building code for residential buildings. The code requires all residential buildings to come with
operable windows, a significant difference from the requirements for
curtain walls in office buildings and even hotels, which 40 Mercer was
originally designed to be. But in Nouvel’s design the bulky aluminum
members serve not only as an aesthetic link to their cast iron predecessors, they also house motors that manipulate the operable windows,
which weigh as much as 3,500 pounds. Never one to back away from a
challenge, Nouvel incorporated three different types of operable windows into the design. The first and most common window is a single
hung window but in reverse, opening downward so the operable sash
functions as a railing in the open position. The second type of window,
only found in the tower above the podium, is an entire curtain wall panel
that slides out and horizontally in front of its neighbor. Interior railings
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leFT BOTTOM TO TOP The curtain wall
panels arrived onsite on trucks and were
craned into position.
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ABOVe The high level of detail found
in Nouvel’s facade allowed the building to pass
the landmarks commission’s review process.
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The success of 40 Mercer is a testament to the capability of today’s
technology to both expand our horizons as well as keep us conscious of
our history. Working under constraining contextual standards and on
the cutting edge of curtain wall design, the team was able to create one
of the most stunning buildings in New York—one that straddles history
while making it, one that fits in and stands out at the same time.
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made from glass panels protect occupants when these windows are
open. The third type is a conventional manually operated out-swinging
casement window.
Even with the sophistication and flexibility of the curtain wall design,
it was fashioned for easy erection—this despite the fact that the curtain
wall panels were fabricated by Baker Metals in Texas and then shipped
to the city by truck. Certain bridges and all the tunnels were off limits,
but the panels, some measuring as large as 18 feet wide by 12 feet long,
all made the journey intact. The glass used on this project is Viracon 1-516-inch insulated laminated glass unit with low-e coating. Each unit is
made up of a ¼-inch outer lite, a ½-inch air space, a laminated inner lite
with two ¼-inch lites and a 0.060-inch clear PVB interlayer to enhance
the acoustical performance of the facade. The storefront glass is oneinch insulated clear glass from Oldcastle. When the trucks arrived on
site, curtain wall erector Enclos picked the panels off one by one with a
single crane and lifted them to their prearranged position on the building’s frame.
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ABOVe AND BelOW The panels during
fabrication in Baker Metal Products’
Dallas, Texas shop
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